


A UNIQUE EUROPEAN PARTNER
For security and telematics

Let's help the environment
together producing less paper.

Download our
brochures digitally!

Since 1992 Multiprotexion has been one of the leading 
companies in Europe for the active protection of vehicles 
transporting high-risk goods (fashion, high tech, pharma, 
tobacco, luxury food) and for the protection of buildings, 
warehouses and large logistics areas.

Thanks to innovative technologies that enable the vehicle 
to protect itself, we currently protect more than 20,000 
vehicles with a daily value of transported goods of more 
than 95 euro million.

The solution portfolio is completed by basic and advanced 
telematics services, starting from simple geolocalisation 
to the tachographs management, FMS data, fuel 
consumption, driving and rest hours, driver infringements, 
fridge temperatures and much more. 

Public security provider governament authorization

24/7 Operations Centre

UNI 10891:2000 - TULPS - ISO 9001:2015

High-risk insurance

Only Certified Security Guards

Multilingual service SOC

International intervention network

Agreement with SOI (Interpol-Europol Police 
International Operations Centre)

Internally developed IT platform

Tailor made solutions

Direct installation team

Immediate and direct assistance

45 authorised service centres

Consulting business approach

Headquarter in South Milan

Local branch in Bolzano - Innovation R&D

Local branch in Westerloo (BE)

Commercial branches in France, Netherland, UK 
and soon in other countries



AN INTERNATIONAL ALARM RECEIVING CENTRE
Always by your side wherever your vehicles are located

The ARC, flagship of Multiprotexion, is staffed by a team of 
more than 30 security guards. Equipped with a “Public  
Security Authorization & Licence”, is specialised in vehicles 
security system management, buildings and large logistics 
areas. 

Thanks to a partnership with a leading international company, 
as well as direct and qualified access to the Authorities and 
Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) of each country, 
Multiprotexion guarantees a complete, widespread and 
extended coverage of whole Europe (EU27 + UK + CH), thus 
being able to intervene promptly wherever your fleet is 
located. 

All this, together with the multilingual service that allows the 
operators of the ARC to communicate with drivers and 
customers from all over Europe, makes Multiprotexion the 
ideal partner for people travelling abroad.

MULTILANGUAGE
CONTROL



FREIGHT TRANSPORT SECURITY UP TO THE HIGHEST LEVEL
From vans to trucks - from simple security to the highest TAPA/Vanini standards

With Security Guards specialised in handling 
alarms sent by security systems installed on light 
vehicles, heavy vehicles, construction vehicles and 
cars.

24/7 ARC (Alarm Receiving Centre)

Your journey is always under the control of the 
24/7 Operations Centre, which, like the control 
tower for an aeroplane flight, checks, monitors 
and certifies the smooth running of your journey 
from departure to final destination.

Telematic Escort®

Cab window protection, Microlumix (light 
variation sensor inside the trailer), Smoke Matix 
(smoke device that saturates the interior 
environment, making it impossible to see and 
therefore to steal) and much more.

Additional security

Device capable of intercepting Jammer attacks 
and allowing the Operations Centre to intervene 
promptly.

Anti-jammer

Pistons and electromechanical systems to protect 
access to the load and electronic seals to 
guarantee the integrity of the transported goods. 

Safety locks

Languages spoken: Italian, Dutch, Arabic, Czech, 
Chinese, Croatian, French, Greek, English, Polish, 
Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Spanish, 
German, Ukrainian.

Multilingual Services

International Network

The green solution which, through solar panels, 
intelligent electronics and lithium battery storage, 
ensures that the security systems remains active 
for a long time even when the trailer is 
disconnected.

Solar Matix

In the event of attack, if at zero speed (certified 
by odometer check), it allows the vehicle to shut 
down automatically in total safety, thus 
preventing it from being hijacked.  
 

Partnership with leading international company 
(European 27 + UK + CH coverage) and 
accredited SOI (Interpol - Europol Police 
International Operations Centre).

Active Engine Lock

Portable GPS device with integrated panic button 
capable of sending a localised alarm signal directly 
to the Operations Centre.

SOS Matix



FLEET MANAGEMENT AND ADVANCED TELEMATICS
For significant cost savings

Automatic and remote  
tachograph data 
download (.DDD): more 
convenient and faster.

Plan and send optimised 
routes directly to the 
driver's smartphone.

Real-time monitoring 
and certification: 
protect the goods 
integrity. 

Several reports that can 
be customised to suit 
your needs. 

With management and 
third-party software via 
API's.

Driving hours, rest hours 
and exceptions used by 
drivers are available live.

FleetUp DriverUp
Download apps

Dispo-timeRemote data
download

Keep track of violations 
committed by drivers and 
issue infringement letters 
automatically.

It analyses CAN-BUS data 
and vehicle consumption: 
obtain real cost savings.

Infringement
management

Consumption analysis 
and FMS data

Route planning Fridge temperatures Reporting Interfacing

Multi-company, multi-user 
and multi-language; also 
from smartphone wherever 
you want, when you want. 

Route planning, state of 
progress, messaging, 
navigation and much 
more.

Tractor and trailer 
connection: live situation 
and history reporting. 

Keeping and storing 
tachograph data in 
accordance with current 
legislation. 

Web Fleet Portal Driver App Automatic
recognition

Data retention

FleetUp



PREDICTIVE AND PREVENTIVE VIDEO-SURVEILLANCE
For buildings and large logistic areas

24/7 ARC (Alarm Receiving Centre) Thermal Cameras

Three protection layers Advanced sensors

Tailor-made design VoIP

Multi Eye - Virtual Access Control ET - Mobile Video Surveillance Tower

With security guards (GPG) specialised in 
handling alarms sent from fixed security 
installations.

With focus on "layer 1" protecting the external 
perimeter through video analytics and "Artificial 
Intelligence solution".

Motion, noise, cross line detection and virtual 
barriers.

A precise 3D mapping of the area to be 
protected is carried out using drones.

When an alarm is triggered, the ARC connects 
live to the monitored site and warns the intruder 
to move away through local speakers.

The telematic and automatic device with remote 
control designed to manage entrances and exits 
from commercial or logistics areas subject to 
heavy daily traffic.  

Temporary solution equipped with thermal 
cameras and intelligent video analytics, 
independent in terms of both connectivity (GPRS 
modem/satellite communication) and energy 
(solar panels).

Detection of intruders even in difficult 
environments (not illuminated, presence of 
vegetation, fog, etc.), in full respect of privacy.


